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Doggie of the Day- We are a unique dog and cat gift store for dog & cat lovers. Click here to see all
of our exclusive deals on pet gifts.

In September 1952, a highly contrasting cocker spaniel named Checkers accidentally spared the
political existence of then Republican Vice Presidential Candidate Richard Nixon. In the wake of
being blamed for shamefulnesses identifying with a mystery political reserve, Nixon announced on
national TV that he had been given Checkers by one of his sponsor. In a stroke of political virtuoso,
Nixon pulled at the heartstrings of more than sixty million American watchers by including "the
children, similar to all children, love the canine and I simply need to state this at the present time,
that paying little respect to what they state about it, we are going to keep him." This location by
Nixon would end up known as "the Checkers discourse". dog flags for house
At the season of the discourse, Checkers was moderately new to the Nixon family as the little dog
had been displayed to the Nixons in August 1952. Nixon could be excused for not realizing the
young doggie well, anyway this did not prevent one political observer from pointing out that Nixon
had erroneously alluded to Checkers in his discourse as male; the suggestion being Checkers, a
female, was of no genuine significance to Nixon. Notwithstanding, a look on the web uncovers
photos of Nixon playing with Checkers.
Checkers was brought into the world in unremarkable conditions. Furthermore, presumably would
have driven an unremarkable life were it not for her raid into the White House. Notwithstanding
Checkers' reputation, Cocker Spaniels are a well known breed - in the United Kingdom it is
positioned second in fame, after the Labrador Retriever.
Cocker Spaniels are moderately simple to prepare as they are anxious to please - they are a decent
decision for the beginner hound proprietor. Albeit lively, friendly and social essentially, they make
great guard dogs as they will bark at outsiders.
Cocker Spaniels have a place with the firearm mutts or donning gathering, and nearby Setters and
Retrievers, make extraordinary seekers and family pets. The Cocker Spaniel helps its chasing
accomplice (proprietor) by following, flushing and recovering game.
Cocker Spaniels coats are velvety and extend in shading from pastel dark colored to dark. Normal
brushing is required.
The future of a Cocker Spaniel is around 10-14 years. Checkers, destined to a dam named Boots
and sired by Ace, kicked the bucket in 1964 (matured 12) and is covered underneath a rock
headstone (fixed with little American banners left by guests) at Long Island's Bide-a-Wee Pet
Cemetery. A little topiary remembrance of Checkers is situated at the Richard Nixon Library in
California.
Mia Montagliani is the proprietor of two Manchester Terriers, Frodo and Ziggy. Mia is enthusiastic
about the welfare of creatures and mutts. Mia is likewise dedicated to improving the connection
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among proprietors and their pooches and helping hound proprietors train their canines
compassionately, adequately and tranquil. For more data, it would be ideal if you visit
[http://www.YourDogNeedsYou.com]. For ordinary updates, insights and tips become a fanatic of
the "Your Dog Needs You" page in Facebook. Visit This Website=>https://doggieoftheday.com/
Â
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